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ABSTRACT : Facial detection and recognition are important for the purpose of verification. In different
sectors, a number of biometric applications are available for recognizing human features such as eye
recognition, fingerprint recognition and face recognition techniques. Face recognition is an important subject
in object recognition through the use of technologyand has become the focus of many researchers in recent
times because of the complexity of developing an automated system that is able to recognize the human face in
spite of the dissimilarity in facial expressions, poses, aging and resolutions either in the frame of immobile
object or video stream. In this research work, effective facial detection and recognition techniques are reviewed
and recommendations are made based on their effectiveness in facial detection and recognition.
KEYWORDS: Face Detection, Skin Color Modeling,Artificial Neural Network, Fluffy Entropy, Face
Recognition.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Facial recognition is a biometric innovation that utilizes clear facial appearances to recognize an
individual. According to Associated Statistical Survey, there is a forecast that the facial acknowledgment market
is probably going to develop to $9.6 billion by 2022. Today, it is utilized in various ways which incorporate,
helping you to open your telephone, permitting you to go through security frameworks at air terminals, buy
items at shopping centers, complete exchanges in banks, record participation at colleges, and so on.
One of the most significant points of interest of facial acknowledgment innovation is assurance and
security of individuals and property. Law authorization organizations utilize the innovation to find hoodlums or
to discover missing youngsters. In New York, police had the option of catching a charged attacker utilizing
facial acknowledgment innovation in less than 24 hours of a terrible circumstance where he imperiled a lady
with assault at knifepoint. In places where police don't have the opportunity to help battle irrelevant
wrongdoing, entrepreneurs introduce facial-acknowledgment cameras to watch individuals and distinguish
subjects of intrigue when they enter their business region.When individuals realize that they are being observed,
they will avoid anything that will link them to crime. Facial recognition system can be used to reduce crime rate
and the verification is quick, automatic, and accurate, sincethere is no physical contact required.
(https://www.forbes.com)
Biometrics are techniques for uniquely identifying people based on or more inherent physical or social
qualities. Biometric attributes can be separated into two primary classes: Physiological and behavioral.
Physiological are identified with the state of the body. Examples include, yet are not restricted to fingerprint,
face acknowledgment, DNA, hand and palm geometry, iris acknowledgment, etc. Behavioral are identified with
the conduct of an individual. Examples include, yet are not constrained to typing rythm, stride, and voice, etc. A
few researchers have used the term behaviometrics for this class of biometrics. (Aditya Sinha, et al., 2011)
When compared with other biometric frameworks like fingerprint,iris estimations, face
acknowledgment framework has some advantages. To start with, face acknowledgment framework can utilize
standard video cameras (as opposed to the expensive and multifaceted nature of the finger print or iris picture
catch). Secondly, the human face can be caught even without knowing it and can be utilized for security
frameworks. Face acknowledgment has recently become significant in video security frameworks, intelligent
vehicles, databases security frameworks, and so on. (Audrius Bukis, et al., 2011)
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One problem of face acknowledgment is that various faces could appear to be fundamentally the same
and in this case, a separation task is required. Then again, when we examine the same face, numerous qualities
may have changed. These progressions may be a direct result of changes in the various parameters. The
parameters are: enlightenment, changeability in outward appearances, the nearness of frill (glasses, facial hair,
and so on.); poses, age, and environment. (Khaldun.I.Arif, et al., 2015)
The facial recognition process has many steps such as capture, extraction, comparison, and matching.
In step one the capture is the way to snap the picture during the enrollment of the system. Then in the Face
Recognition step, extraction is used for finding or extracting the specific feature from the face. The third step is
comparison, where new input is used for comparison with the database (sample data). Finally, the last step is
matching where the system will try to find the matching of the new face with the registered face based on
extraction and comparison process. (K. Puthea et al., 2017)
The sequence of the processes is illustrated in Fig. 1. There are several methods and algorithms that can
be implemented in facial detection and recognition system.

Fig 1: General face recognition process.(K. Puthea et al., 2017)

II. FACE DETECTION TECHNIQUES
1. Geometric Technique
This technique depends on face geometrical example. For instance, a face contains four principle
organs, i.e., eyebrows, eyes, nose and mouth. Likewise, a face portrayal is symmetric in the left and right ways;
eyes are underneath two eyebrows; nose lies in the middle of and underneath two eyes; lips lie underneath nose;
the type of a human head can be approximated by an oval, etc. By utilizing the facial parts just as areas between
them, we can discover the faces effectively. At the point when a face picture is fed into the system, a
preprocessing step will be applied to expel little light subtleties and to improve the differentiation. At that point,
the handled picture will be the edge to make a twofold portrayal. In conclusion, an order step and a gathering
calculation will be utilized to amass identified facial appearances square by square to find the faces. Face
identification can frequently be accomplished by distinguishing geometrical connections of facial organs as
referenced above and they are simple, uncomplicated and definite. (Jeng et al., 1998)

Fig 2: Geometric Face Identification Technique(G. Benitez-Garcia, et al., 2017)
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Fig 3:Automatic Facial Expression Recognition System Based on Geometric and Appearance Features
(Aliaa A.A Youssif et al., 2011)
2.Skin Shading Division Utilizing Fluffy Entropy
In any picture division technique, there is an elevated level of vagueness for an individual to naturally
accomplish an ideal division with exactness. (Zhang, L et. al., 2011) This reality can likewise be reached out to
skin shading division in a face discovery framework. Utilizing fluffy hypothesis can be a pragmatic method of
accomplishing great discovery rates in view of the fact that it provides a means of representing and manipulating
vagueness inside a picture. Shading picture division utilizing fluffy order is a pixel-based framework. This
technique doles out a shading class to every pixel of an input picture by applying a set of fluffy standards on it.
We can utilize this strategy to accomplish our point. A pixel can be arranged as "skin" or "non-skin" as indicated
by a set of fluffy standards taken from a training stage utilizing differing shading spaces. To accomplish this,
each shading plane will be branded as a fluffy set and the skin identification will be performed through fluffy
tasks representing the relationship level of every pixel to the varied classes. (Francisco A. Pujol et al.,
2017)After the division procedure, the framework makes an output parallel picture where pixels are separated as
skin or non-skin pixels. The skin area distinguishing procedure is accomplished by utilizing an eight-associated
blob calculation (Di Stefano et al., 1999). Subsequent to finding the skin areas, the calculation just recognizes
those having the right size over the entire picture territory.

Fig 4:Anillustration of our fluffy (fuzzy) face detection method(Francisco A. Pujol, et al.,)

Fig 5:Training database utilized for the formation of the fluffy skin finder strategy
(Francisco A. Pujol, et al.,)
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Fig 6:After effects of the RGB fluffy skin finder for various pictures
(Francisco A. Pujol, et al.,)

III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
3.1. Principal Component Analysis with ANN (PCA & ANN)
Jeffrey Norris utilized Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with group explicit straight projection to
find and perceive faces in an ongoing film. The framework sends guidelines to a programmed sliding entryway,
discourse synthesizer, and touch screen through a multi-customer entryway control server. Matlab, C, and Java
were altogether utilized in building up this one of a kind framework. These steps are followed to discover a face
in a picture:
1. Select all 20×20 area of key picture.
2.Use force estimations of its pixels as 400 contributions to ANN.
3. Entervalues ahead through ANN,
4. In the event that the appraisal is above 0.5, the locale contains a face.
5. Go over advances (1-4) again and again, every time on a resized adaptation of the first information picture to
lookforfaces at changed sizes.(Jeffrey Norris, 1999).

Fig 7: PCA & ANN for face detection (Jeffrey Norris, 1999).
3.2.Transformative Improvement of Neural Systems
Stefan, et al (2004) utilized ANN to decide if a pre-prepared picture district contains a human face or
not. They proposed the improvement of this procedure by a combined calculation consolidating developmental
calculation and inclination based information. This methodology performed more quickly and precisely than a
specialist planned engineering. The proposed mixture calculation disintegrates the challenge of dropping the
quantity of concealed neurons of face identification coordinate with precise recognition. The speed of
categorization whether a picture contains a face or not could be improved by around 30%.
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Fig 8: (a): Hybrid algorithm. (b): Representation of input and field connection(Stefan, et al., 2004)
3.3. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
Henry Rowley et al., (1999), Marian Beszedes& Milos Oravec (2005) offered a neural system
technique to find faces in a natural information picture. They utilized picture preparing technique, for example,
standardization, revolution and position, light conditions enhancement for little windows separated from the
information picture. MLP is utilized to find revolution of information window and furthermore to come to a
decisionwhether the window includes a face or not. This system distributesthe choice among various sub
systems and a calculation is utilized to prepare this ANN and the endresult of this techniqueis as a set containing
positionsof human countenances.

Fig. 9: MLP of face Detection system (Marian Beszedes & Milos Oravec, 2005)

IV. FACE RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES
A. Eigenface – Based Method
The motivation of developing eigenfaces came from the work done by Sirovich and Kirby. They were
able to represent face images using principal component analysis for the first time. They calculated a coordinate
system which was profoundly describing the actual face image. They named it as 'eigenpicture'. They proposed
that any set of pictures can be reconstructed to a low dimensional value by storing a weight of each picture. The
weight can be found by projecting the picture in the eigenpicture (T. Ahonen, et al)
Face recognition using eigenfaces have some initialization stages:
1. Prepare a training set. These pictures will be used for training the system. As in our project we have 165
face pictures in total for 15 persons. We took our data for several times using different size of training set.
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2.

Calculate eigenfaces using the training set of pictures. We have to keep M pictures which correspond to the
highest eigenvalues. M pictures createthe face area. If new face pictures appear, then they will be
automatically added and updated.
3. Calculate the M weight space for each pictureby projecting the face picture to face space.
By the algorithm developed by Turk and Pentland, these steps will be performed every time when there will be
free computational capacity (T. Ahonen, et al).
After the initialization, they have followed these steps to recognize a new face image:
1. Calculate weights for the new info pictureand the M eigenfaces by sending the information pictureto the
face space.
2. Check if the input image is close enough to the 'face space'. If it is close enough, we conclude that it is a
human face representation or else it doesn't.
3. If it is a human face, then try to find closest weight pattern to find the identified person.
4. We can include this image and update eigenfaces or the weight patterns if we like.
5. If we can find the same unknown face several times then we can calculate its weight pattern and include
this one into our known database face images. This is an optional step (T. Ahonen, et al).
Last two steps are optional. If we do not include them into algorithm, it is not going to affect the base
algorithm. Eigenfaces method is mainly a dimensionality reduction method or it is also known as Principle
Component Analysis method for face identification. This method reduces dimensionality which maximizes the
spreading of all the images (T. Ahonen, et al).

Fig. 10: Flowchart of Eigenface Algorithim of Face Recognition system(Aditya Sinha, et al., 2011)
B. Fisherface – Based Method
Fisherface method is another popular method for face recognition. It is developed by Belhumeur. It
uses both PCA and LDA to produce the projection matrix. It is similar to the eigenfaces method. When LDA
procedure is used to findthe subspace representation of a collection of face images, the resultant basis vectors
defining that particular space are identified as Fisherfaces. The fisherfaces method has an advantage of utilizing
within class information. It decreases variation within class besides capitalizing on class division (T. Ahonen, et
al)
The drawback of Fisherface is that it is more difficult than Eigenface in finding the projection of face
space. Calculation of ratio of between-class distributionsto within-class distribution requires a lot of processing
time. Besides, due to the need of improved classification, the dimension of projection in face space is not as
compressed as Eigenface which results in bigger storage of the face and more processing time in recognition.
(Sushma Jaiswal, et al., 2011)
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Fig. 11: Flowchart of Fisherface Face Recognition System (Ankit Aggarwal, 2017)
C. Linear Binary Pattern Based Method
The main purpose of LBP is texture classification. The local Binary Pattern is a technique of face
detection and recognition using both shape and texture information of an image. It is very effective in image
texture analysis. The human face area is segmented into small regions to measure local binary pattern histogram
which is used to recognize the image. The local binary patterns are used to select the target region of the image
and form a matrix for feature collection (T. Ahonen, et al).
LBP is a basic yet powerful procedure used in surface investigation which names the pixels of apicture
by thresholding the quarter of every pixel with the estimation of the inside pixel and considers the answer as a
parallel number. Because of its discriminative force and computational effortlessness, LBP has become a wellknown methodology in different applications. It tends to be viewed as a uniting approach to the generally unique
factual and auxiliary models of surface investigation. Maybe the most significant quality of the LBP strategy
that shows its overwhelming relevance is its strength to monotonic dim scale changes brought about by
enlightenment varieties, and so on. Another significant feature of LBPis its computational effortlessness, which
makes it feasible to investigate pictures regardless of real-world challenges of face identification.

Fig. 12: Diagram of LBP Face Recognition system (http://www.cse.oulu.fi/wsgi/CMV/Research/LBP)

Fig. 13: (a) basic LBP operator, (b) the circular (8,1), (16,2) and (8,2) neighborhood
(Xuran Zhao, et al., 2011)
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V. CONCLUSION
Geometric Based and Linear Binary Pattern (LBP) Based face recognition methods are simple,
straightforward and effectiveapproachesfor facerecognition. By using the facial components as well as
positional relationship between them, we can locate the faces easily with Geometric Based Face Detection.
Also, due to the discriminative power and computational simplicity of Linear Binary Pattern (LBP) texture
operator, it has become a popular approach in various applications.
Geometric Based and Linear Binary Pattern (LBP) Based face recognition methods are basic, clear and
effectiveapproachesfor facerecognition.By utilizing the facial parts and also the positional connection between
them, we can find the faces effectively with Geometric Based Face detection. Additionally, because of the
discriminative force and computational straightforwardness of Linear Binary Pattern (LBP) surface
classification, it has become a famous methodology in different applications. It can be seen as a uniting
approach to the traditionally divergent statistical and structural models and its computational simplicity makes it
feasible to analyze images despite challenges of face recognition.
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